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Abstract

The Center for Aerospace Research, working on the leading edge of the next generation of
unmanned aircraft, carries out an extensive activity of flight testing with the objective of studying new
configurations and systems to fulfil missions in the most efficient way.
Since the acquisition of several projects by collaborators such as Boeing, Bombardier and the Canadian
Department of Defence, the number of flight tests to be performed has increased substantially, requiring
a radical change in the data handling method used to analyse the numerous log files generated. The
project developed in this thesis proposes to solve this issue with the creation of a customized flight
data post processor software, capable of managing all the data produced from the flight tests.
This software not only provides a unique tool to handle and process all the flight data, but also
integrates a variety of features in order to extend the analysis capability. The functions implemented
range from simple data extrapolation tools, to complex frequency analysis algorithms used to study
the dynamic response of the aircraft. Moreover the software offers a sequence of functions to perform
a complete tuning process of the autopilot with the objective of increasing the control efficiency, by
removing the oscillatory response caused by erroneous parameters.
To complete the project a study of a new type of flight mission plan is conducted in order to improve
the dynamic analysis of the aircraft performed by the advanced tools in the software.
Keywords: autopilot tuning, flight data analysis, test post-processor, Piccolo controller, aircraft
transfer functions.

1. Introduction
Any aircraft can be observed as a system in terms
of its input (i.e. controls commanded) and output
parameters (i.e. sensors), even with out other
information of it’s internal working, as if it was a
black box model1 [1]. The advantages of assuming
this new prospective, that removes the internal
controller, pilot and/or autopilot, from the loop
created during the actual flight process, emerges
when no feed back of a decision made is possible or
when the intention is to study the response of the
aircraft in a more detailed way.

The lack of a pilot on the autonomous UAV’s
developed requires, for research flight testing pur-
poses, the instalment of several sensors in order to
keep track of the sensitive flight parameter values.
The information from the sensors is generally col-
lected by a flight data recorder (FDR) in a single

1The black box model, not to be confused with the in-
formal synonym of flight data recorder, describes a system
defined only by the inputs and outputs (I/O) without any
knowledge of the internal architecture or process

log file, but due to the fact that the advance sensors
used cannot always be connected to a communal
hardware and/or the language of the data trans-
mitted is different, a single unit is not capable of
accomplishing the task, so different types of record-
ing devices need to be installed. Each unit stores
the data in different methods, with different formats
and sampling rates, this causes the information to
be spread among non compatible files.
Although multiple programs are provided by the
different manufacturers to list and plot the log files
produced by their sensors, these are limited by the
fact that they could only process the parameters
contained in the relative log file. Without the pos-
sibility to combine the data from other log files the
potentiality of the post processing is constrained to
a low level of complexity.
These conditions particularly aggravate the work
needed to tune the automatic control system. This
task requires the entire data from all the different
devices in order to study the dynamic response of
the aircraft in every flight phase. Moreover the fact
that the UAV’s are developed in a research struc-
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ture imply that the a/c configuration is subject to
different mutations in a short period of time, re-
quiring a diverse tuning of the autopilot for every
change [2].
Coupled with the advance processing and the au-
topilot tuning tasks, the consignment of the flight
data to partners or customers is also hindered by
the fragmented state of the information.
From the state of data handling described it was
evident that a new process needed to be developed
in order to overcome these issues.

2. Software framework

The general structure of the software developed re-
flects the organized groups of requirements defined
during the initial design of the software. The re-
quirements were sorted into 5 macrogroups, each
one of these represent a generation of the software
and is indicated by the the first digit of the release
number also known as major. Every major version
of the software is built on a series of minor ver-
sions that implement and test singular functions.
The ensemble then operates to meet the general re-
quirement.
The subdivision of the functions is generated in the
software with the a Tabbed Document Interface2

(TDI) organizing the different tools into 6 different
panels3. The tabs, as shown in Figure 1, are placed
in the top section of the window in the sequence of
the workflow that must be developed to analyse a
full flight.

Figure 1: General overview of the graphical inter-
face with TDI.

The tabbed structure, due to the lack of a ded-
icated library in Matlab Graphical User Interface
Development Environment (GUIDE), was manually
developed with the combination of toggle-buttons
and panel visibility controls, deactivating features

2TDI, or more generally called Tab, is a graphical con-
trol element that allows multiple panels to be contained in a
single window.

3Although the macrogroups stated were 5, the software
is structured with 6 tabs because the increment cycle named
Vehicle parameter integration and parameter identification
is a combination of two macrocroups that needed to be re-
leased jointly due to a strong dependency.

not related to the toggled tab.
When the software is launched, the first tab Flight
data is active. This is the general panel in which
the user can open and load flight logs, perform ini-
tial processing, list the variables, plot the data and
observe the flight path.
The next tabs are enumerated from 1 to 4 creating a
sequenced workflow for the advance post processing
task. In step 1, the panel Flight statistics, identifies
all the general values of the flight to be stored as
statistic data for design factors. Parameter iden-
tification (step 2) analyses the possible test points
of the flight to calculate some of the control coeffi-
cient of the autopilot. Step 3 of the post processor is
the Frequency analysis, here the transfer functions
(TF) are created from the current dynamic coeffi-
cients and studied in the frequency domain. The
TF generated are then compared in the Time do-
main (step 4) with the real time history response
of the aircraft that allows to determine the optimal
tuning of the autopilot.
Vehicle parameter is the last tab and, as the first
one, has no number since it is used within the post
processing flow to check the overall status of the pa-
rameters. However it is placed at the end, since it
closes the post processing work with the exporting
feature of the vehicle parameters configuration file,
to be then uploaded in the autopilot.

2.1. Flight data

The first tab interface is capable of loading, merging
and processing log files with the purpose of visual-
izing, extrapolating and analysing the flight data.
The loading feature is able to scan log files from
the flight controller, ground station telemetry, and
external sensors. It also performs an error detec-
tion scan to correct common logging errors or to
warn the user about the presence of unusual faults.
The import function, unlike the software provided
by Cloud Cap, was written with a formatted scan
feature which increases the speed by 128 times com-
pared to the provided one. The data from the logs is
combined by a resampling function that up-samples
the low-rate logs, time shifted comparing the T/O
acceleration trend and processed to obtain extra pa-
rameters from the combination of the logged vari-
ables [3, 4]. The processed data is then plotted on
the GUI with the possibility to set variables, cus-
tom view options, zoom, pan and trim the data.
All the controls for navigating in the flight records
are customized functions that trigger other features.
For example zooming or panning sets the time
frame of the data visualized, updating the flight
path display and highlighting the current flight sec-
tion visualized. The mentioned flight path display is
a useful tool that helps the user to identify the sec-
tion of the flight corresponding to the data framed
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in the time history plots.
A stats table and a data cursor function are present
to perform basic data extrapolation, displaying
maximum, minimum, average and instantaneous
values across all selected variables. The flight test
point identification feature allows the user to search
and define a specific test performed during the flight
(e.g. stall, doublets and chirp commands) that can
then be processed in the advanced analysis sections
of the software.
All the processed data and annexed information can
be saved in a single binary file, generating a unique
file for each flight. The advantages of this new sav-
ing system are numerous, from the improvement in
the organization of the flight records to the capa-
bility of storing all the processing action performed
and additional parameters.

2.2. Flight statistics
The need for general flight data, expressed firstly
by the design team for development parameters
and secondly by the customers to check the flight
tests progression, led to the development of an
automated tool to standardize the extrapolation
process of a predefined set of data to be shared
outside the software environment. This new feature
not only speeds up the process for the flight analy-
sis specialist but also improves the communication
from the flight testing department to the other
sections providing an accurate statistic trend of
the most demanded parameters during flight.

Figure 2: Flight statistic tab interface.

The flight statistics interface presenter in Figure
2, contains all the functions needed to identify, cal-
culate, display, modify and export the general pa-
rameters for the statistic trend.

2.3. Vehicle parameters
In order to develop the advanced processing tools
used to analyse the dynamic response of the UAV
and optimize the tuning of the autopilot, it was
necessary to build an organized data structure in
which all the parameters that identify the aircraft
and controller characteristics were allocated.
It was during the development of the Parameter

identification tool that not only the need of the
structure created was discovered, but also the need
of a complete interface system that allowed the
interaction and visualization of the coefficients.
For this reason the Vehicle parameter development
cycle was performed in parallel, and deployed
before the parameter identification release.
The toggle button of the vehicle parameter in-
terface is located in the last position of the tab
because it does not actively participate in the
advance processing of the dynamic data, also
the function Export parameters featured in the
interface represents the final action in the advance
processing workflow, this sets the conditions for
the next flight test.

Figure 3: Vehicle parameter tab interface.

The interface, shown in Figure 3, displays the ve-
hicle parameter structure, a complete set of coeffi-
cients which characterize the controller. The vehicle
parameters, extrapolated from the XML configura-
tion file of the a/p, are stored in a double structure
which allows the user to define a second set of tem-
porary values for each coefficient. This system gives
the ability to perform a direct comparison analysis
of the controller tuning. Also a history table keeps
track of the modified parameters, granting the pos-
sibility to retrieve the initial values and helping the
user to understand the previous adjustments with
a side note.

2.4. Parameter identification

The Parameter identification tab represents the
first step of the advanced post processing aimed
at the optimization of the autopilot gains [5]. It
features several tools for the analysis of predefined
test points and the calculation of controls coeffi-
cient and aerodynamic parameters.
To perform the analysis, a set of predefined tests
are required to be performed during the flight.
These points are identified by the time frame
and classified by the test-type in the flight-log
thanks to the test point identifier tool present
in the flight data tab. From each test, with the
differential response calculation, it is possible to
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analyse two states commanded and approximate
the aircraft behaviour after a surface deflection or
a state change. The new parameters calculated can
then be temporarily saved in the vehicle structure
and compared with with the autopilot in-flight
configuration.

Figure 4: Parameter identification tab interface.

The interface, shown in Figure 4, is clearly
divided in two sections. The upper one is dedicated
to the management of the test points, while the
inferior section collects the tools for the test
analysis.

2.5. Frequency analysis

At this stage of the advanced post processing, the
software should have guided and helped the user to
identify some of the vehicle parameters in order to
improve the tuning of the controller. Unfortunately
not all the parameters needed can be identified from
test points and, furthermore, even the ones calcu-
lated cannot be directly uploaded into the autopilot
due to the fact that they could be subject to errors
or dependency from other coefficients.
To solve this problem the frequency and time do-
main analysis tools were designed. They both em-
ploy an algorithm, that uses the vehicle parameters
to generate a double set of transfer functions (TFs)
that can then be imported and studied in both do-
mains, to verify the improvements produced by the
new identified parameters and optimize the remain-
ing coefficients to grant dynamic properties and
match the predicted response with the real tested
one [6].

Figure 5: Frequency analysis tab interface.

The frequency analysis tab, shown in figure 5,
represents the first step of the TF study [7]. In this
interface the transfer functions are calculated, dis-
played and plotted in the frequency domain.
The interface is very simple, it only has a few con-
trols that allow to define the type, and the test, to
analyse. The selection of one item from the list-
box triggers the TransferFunctionGenerator script
which outputs the TFs to be displayed firstly as
polynomial functions and secondly analysed with
the bode plot tool.

2.6. Time history identification

Finally, the Time domain tab completes the
overview of the software framework.
This last tool was generated with the purpose of
studying the time domain response of the transfer
functions in order to analyse the differences between
the theoretical solutions and the real flight data.
This is possible using software simulations where
the initial flight parameters and the controls deflec-
tion are given as input to the TF which calculates
the predicted dynamic response [8].
The tab interface is shown in Figure 6 where a dou-
blet elevator test is analysed.

Figure 6: Time domain analysis tab interface.

The interface, like the frequency analysis tab, is
very basic. It features the time history response
plot with the commanded deflection in the main
part of the window, while on the left side the
control panel and the transfer function estimator
are present. The selection of a test point in the
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control panel on the left side of the plots triggers
two functions of the tab, the first is responsible for
the TF generation and simulation, the second plots
the responses on the axes.
The time history comparison of the two sets of
TFs with the real response of the test performed,
is a powerful tool that can immediately show the
accuracy of the controller to predict the dynamic
response of the aircraft and help the tuning of the
vehicle parameter in order to match the two curves.
The time domain panel also features a transfer
function state-space estimator, which generates
the best matching TF containing a given number
of poles and zeros, using the real response as
discrete-time data [9].

In conclusion, when a new set of parameters have
been proven to be more efficient in the response es-
timation of the UAV, the vehicle structure can be
exported from the vehicle parameter tab in a copy
of the original XML file and loaded directly in the
Piccolo controller for the next flight test.
Despite the fact that these advanced analysis tools
are very powerful for the tuning of the autopilot,
they must be used consciously due to the fact that
the transfer functions used by the simulation soft-
ware are not exactly the same as those coded in the
controller4.

3. Flight test planning
Before the deployment of each software version a
testing process is performed to validate the imple-
mented features. Since the software is a post proces-
sor for flight data, log files are required to perform
the testing.
The first features implemented, concerning the
flight data listing, plotting and statistics, can be
easily tested thanks to a historical archive of data
logs from previous flights. Instead the advance post
processing features (parameter identification, fre-
quency and time domain analysis) require specific
test points to be performed in flight, for this reason
a new mission plan needed to be designed for the
autopilot tuning.
A new flight mission must be accurately planned,
simulated and validated prior to being performed
on a valuable prototype, to ensure a higher rate of
success and safety for the mission.

3.1. Test maneuvers
In the early design steps of the advance processing
tools, when the scope of tuning the vehicle param-
eter was set, the necessity to determine the test-
manoeuvres to perform in order to identify the cor-
rect controller gains from the a/c response arose.

4Information of the internal logic architecture of the Pic-
colo controller are not available from the Cloud Cap Com-
pany.

For this purpose a complete list of the vehicle pa-
rameters was created to define the effects on the
controller outputs, determine if the identification
from the flight log was possible and rate the im-
pact of the coefficient modification on the aircraft
response. A section of the described list is shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7: Aero Data Coefficient Tracker for vehicle
parameter identification.

The file was written during an intense research on
the controller mechanism, the available data logged
and the methods to identify vehicle parameters.
It lists all the tuning coefficients of the controller,
defining the effects, the level of priority, the possible
method to identify the correct value and the test to
perform.
The Aero Data Coefficient Tracker, which started
as a simple table to organize the notes of specific
parameters, became an important document for the
design of the advance analysis tools and for the au-
topilot tuning process.

3.2. Mission plan

With the complete scheme of the methods used for
the parameter identification, a list of tests to be
performed was defined allowing the mission plan to
be designed.
Thanks to the fact that the Center for Aerospace
Research already had a well structured flight
testing activity, it was not required to design a full
flight testing plan. Instead the only need was to
define the tests to perform, in order to allow the
parameter identification and advance optimization.
From the Aero Data Coefficient Tracker document
it can be noted that 7 different tests were required:
3 main control surfaces doublets, trimmed stable
leg, stall, flap singlet and glided slope.
With a defined test list, a full flight mission profile
was designed (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Mission plan loaded in Piccolo autopilot.

One of the constrains dictated by the existing
flight testing process, is that the test points need
be easily executed in a standard flight configura-
tion so that the autopilot parameters can always be
analysed and tweaked if necessary, without requir-
ing a dedicated testing process.
After the acceptance of the test plan proposal, a
schematic test checklist was required to ease the
work for the ground station operator during the
flight.
An example of the document is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Test card document for autopilot tuning.

A different test card is created for every flight, it
contains the list of tests in the temporal sequence
with all the parameters to be inserted in the Piccolo
Command Center in order to command the maneu-
vers. Also blank sections are present allowing the
Data Processing Assistant to insert time, validation
and notes to facilitate the post processing analysis.

4. Results
The designed flight test mission led to the last step
of this thesis project: the flight simulation with the
Software In the Loop (SIL) technique and real flight
tests.

The SIL simulations allowed to test the process-
ing algorithms, prove the parameter identification
methods and determine the best coefficients for test
points .
Only when the simulation produced an optimized
test-card were the tests performed in a real flight.
Although the purpose of flight testing was not only
to test the software functionality but also to ver-
ify the autopilot tuning process, not enough flights
were performed with the new mission plan to see a
full autopilot tuning process. Some analysis were
however made on the data collected in the last
flight.
In the following points the major outcomes from the
tests are briefly discussed.

• The initial processing was the only feature in
the first two parts of the software (Flight data
and Flight statistics) which required a dedi-
cated test to verify its functionality. In fact,
while the other functions could be tested with
the flight log archive of previous flights, the
initial processing required a side to side com-
parison of the calculated data. This test was
performed with the SIL simulations capable to
output a complete set of data (not obtainable
in real flight) and a reduced log file similar
to the one produced by the on-board avionics.
The extra data set was then compared with
the data calculated in the initial processing al-
gorithm. The results confirmed all the initial
processing algorithms, however this test cannot
fully validate some of the parameters. In fact
the real sensor units are subject to noise, and
if this is not properly filtered can be dramati-
cally increased during the derivation, creating
erroneous angular accelerations data.

• The effectiveness of the parameter identifica-
tion function was also proven and debugged
with extensive simulation tests. The mission
plan was repeated several times in different
conditions and with different aircraft. The
data was then processed with the parameter
identification to verify if the values obtained
were comparable with the coefficients present
in the aerodynamic model of the virtual vehicle
simulator. Even if it required several adjust-
ments, at the end of the testing process the
feature was capable of identifying all the re-
ported parameters and was finally released.

• The same simulated flight tests containing the
control surfaces doublet were then used to test
the analysis tools. The objective was to ver-
ify if employing the same parameters for the
vehicle simulator and for the transfer function
simulator, the predicted and the simulated air-
craft response matched perfectly. As expected
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the TFs output and the sensor data collected
are slightly different, this is probably due to in-
ternal approximations or a simplified version of
the equations used in the controller. Neverthe-
less the discrepancy between the software and
the controller prediction is small enough to per-
form an optimization tuning process, keeping
in mind that the maximum precision obtain-
able is constrained by this discrepant value.

• Lastly the simulation tests were utilized for the
characterization of the test points. The listed
maneuvers were repeated in different condi-
tions in order to identify the best values for
step time, speed, fix stick time, center trim
and delta deflection to produce the dynamic re-
sponse. The excel test card was then fully sim-
ulated under the Flight Test Engineer super-
vision to ensure the safety of the flight before
executing it with the real UAV. This process
certified the test mission designed, allowing to
proceed into a new level of testing.

• The real flight tests immediately highlighted
the variable nature of flight conditions which
affects the execution of test manoeuvres. While
the same test repeated with identical settings
and properties in the simulation returns identi-
cal values, from the real flight data the identi-
fied parameters are different. This result con-
firms the hypothesis advanced during the de-
sign process of the function, which led to imple-
ment the averaging feature to extrapolate the
mean value from several tests performed. The
discrepancy in the values observed expresses
the precision limit of the tests. Unlike the pa-
rameter identification in wind tunnel tests, in
the real flights all the variable conditions oc-
cur altering the response. Although the pa-
rameters are not uniquely identified, the results
obtained demonstrate that the identification of
the vehicle coefficients during real flights is pos-
sible and it is sensitive enough to perceive vari-
ation of the configuration adopted.

• The first notable result from the frequency and
time analysis tools, testing with real flights, is
the difference between the predicted and the
real response of the aircraft. This statement,
although it may be perceived as a negative re-
sult, is actually confirming the ability of the
software to perform a substantial improvement
in the autopilot tuning, since the discrepancy
in the responses is greater than the margin ob-
served in the simulation between the transfer
functions and Piccolo Simulator.

• For several doublet tests the subspace state-
space estimator revealed the inability to pro-

duce an optimized transfer function that repli-
cates the real aircraft response. The algorithm
behind the estimator tweaks the polynomial
coefficients minimizing the error between the
produced transfer function response and the
real data. For this reason the outputted TF
in most cases does not simulate a realistic re-
sponse, which lacks typical aircraft behaviour.
This phenomena can be more accurately ob-
served with the analysis of the estimated TF
in the frequency domain, the gain and phase
margins do not assume the typical values of
the aircraft dynamics.

• Lastly, during the flight test campaign, the
software was employed in the analysis of the
steering response related to the mid lane track-
ing during taxi and T/O. The rolling motion of
the a/c is controlled by a track error feedback
in which proportional and integral gains con-
tribute to define the output command, which
actuates the nose gear and the rudder. This
type of analysis required modifications to be
applied to the time and frequency input func-
tions. The steering command was imported
as a double test to plot the track error with
the commanded steering wheel and rudder,
studying the response to remove oscillation be-
haviour. This on-field analysis was possible
thanks to the open architecture of the software
which allows the user to easily add a temporary
function to accomplish a specific task.

The tests planned for the upcoming flights will
allow a complete tuning process of a single con-
figuration to be performed, providing the results
to verify if the method developed converges at an
optimal set of vehicle parameters.

5. Conclusions

At the beginning of this project, the scope was to
research a tuning method for the autopilot, optimiz-
ing the gain coefficients using the data logs avail-
able. This objective rapidly evolved into a more
complex project, which was oriented towards creat-
ing a versatile and multifunctional tool for the data
processing of an automated UAV.
Throughout the thesis it is possible to outline the
complete development process of the software, from
the initial study of the avionics collecting the data,
to the ultimate release and testing of the product
generated. As can be perceived in the description
of the features, the effectiveness of the development
method used was achieved by the instantaneous
feedback of the team members using the software.
In fact, most of the decisions made are based on the
requests advanced in the shared document in order
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to generate a software that would fulfil all the indi-
vidual tasks needed.
The most significant result, is the observable inno-
vation that this project brought to the Center for
aerospace research in the field of flight test analy-
sis.
The first improvement, made in the data loading
speed time, set the beginning of a new generation
of custom data analysis software. Having the abil-
ity to read and combine multiple logs along with
the implementation of new tools, opened the uti-
lization of the software to other departments of the
team who were interested in how the aircraft be-
haved during flight.
The statistic data function integrated allowed the
processing of all the historic flight data logs from
previous flights, generating a database of general
data for each a/c configuration. The data stored
in the automatic Excel documents allows to carry
out basic trend analysis and mean parameter iden-
tification, providing useful information for the de-
sign process of systems in new a/c configurations.
This tool also created a new system for data shar-
ing within the team.
The group of advanced processing functions (pa-
rameter identification, frequency analysis and time
domain) supply a complete method for the autopi-
lot tuning of any UAV with similar avionics. More
specifically it allows to identify and tweak all the ve-
hicle parameters determining the aircraft response
to disturbances or commands which could cause an
oscillatory actuator response if not properly set.
Even if the objective was not to define a precise
effectiveness of the controls but only to give a good
estimate in order to reduce the corrective action
of the PID controllers, the parameter identification
actually gives relatively accurate results and it is
therefore recommended to perform all the maneu-
vers to test specific effectiveness terms, improving
the overall aircraft control behaviour.
Although the flight tests performed highlighted
some limitations of the software, they also con-
firmed the tuning methods used and set the basis
for future improvements.
With the creation of a new post processing software,
not only the data processing work changed, but also
the entire data management system evolved. With
the new merging and saving functions, after each
flight, the fragmented log files are collected and
combined into a single Mat file. While the origi-
nal logs are archived in the server storage, the sin-
gle file created collects all the data from the flight,
improving the organization of the data and helping
the team to search for the information needed.
It is easy to understand the positive impact of a
customized analysis tool in the context of a flight
testing center.
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